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Abstract

One of the major challenges of style transfer is the ap-

propriate image features supervision between the output im-

age and the input images (style and content). An efficient

strategy would be to define an object map between the ob-

jects of the style and the content images. However, such

a mapping is not well established when there are seman-

tic objects of different types and numbers in the style and

the content images. It also leads to content mismatch in the

style transfer output, which could reduce the visual quality

of the results. We propose an object-based style transfer ap-

proach, called DeepObjStyle, for the style supervision in the

training data-independent framework. DeepObjStyle pre-

serves the semantics of the objects and achieves better style

transfer in the challenging scenario when the style and the

content images have a mismatch of image features. We also

perform style transfer of images containing a word cloud

to demonstrate that DeepObjStyle enables an appropriate

image features supervision. We validate the results using

quantitative comparisons and user studies.

1. Introduction and Prior Work

Style transfer is an ill-posed problem that synthesizes

a new image using the style and the content images [3].

The aim is to perform the image feature enhancement

[9, 22, 21, 23, 24] of the content image. Style transfer out-

put captures objects from the content image. The objects

of the style transfer output get the style features from the

style image. Style transfer when the content and the style

images have the same set of semantic objects enables appli-

cations such as puppet control and domain translation [16].

Style transfer methods when the content and the style im-

ages have different sets of semantic objects are called arbi-

trary style transfer methods [5].

We classify deep convolutional neural network (CNN)

based style transfer methods for simplicity as follows: (1)

training data-based and (2) training data-independent meth-

ods. Training data-based style transfer methods use sam-

ples of the style and the content images to train the CNN.

The training process would learn the style features from the

style image and the content features from the content im-

age [1]. Training-independent style transfer methods do not

train a CNN with the samples of the style and the content

images and mostly focus on designing the loss function for

the deep features extracted using VGG19 [4, 14, 7, 5].

Training-data based methods that use adversarial loss re-

quire many samples of the style and the content images [6].

Zhang et al. have shown how to minimize the number of

sample images by mixing the encoded latent representations

of the style and the content images [26]. Mechrez et al.

proposed contextual loss (CL), which trains CNN using the

samples of the content images [16]. The stylization by Li

et al. [11] uses Microsoft COCO dataset [12] to train the

decoder network. WCT2 [25] uses images from Microsoft

COCO dataset to improvise [11].

Training data-independent setup includes the style trans-

fer of arbitrary images using the gram loss [4] proposed

by Gatys et al.. Luan et al. improvised [4] for photo-

realistic style transfer and geometric structure preservation

[14]. They validated the quality of style transfer output

by checking style spillover between dissimilar objects, also

known as the content mismatch criterion. However, the con-

tent mismatch is inherent when the semantic objects in the

style and the content images are of different types and num-

bers. Kolkin et al. proposed a new technique using optimal

transport called STROTSS [7].

Image features transfer between contextually similar ob-

jects is a challenging task in training data-based and training

data-independent setup [10]. The training data-based meth-

ods have shown a good qualitative performance, but they

could be biased towards the images in training samples and

might not generalize well to the new style and content im-

ages. The training data-independent setting is challenging

because of the lack of object context information learned

from the sample images.

Another challenge in style transfer is when the style and

the content images have different types or different num-

bers of objects (Fig. 2). One strategy would be to merge



(a) Content & Style (b) Neural Style [4] (c) DPS [14] (d) WCT2 [25] (e) STROTSS [7] (f) DeepObjStyle

Figure 1: The figure shows style transfer in the challenging scenario of the mismatch of image features between style and

content images. The content image is the face of a person and the style image is the scene of the buildings (top left corner).

It could be observed that DeepObjStyle output images with better quality.

objects with similar classes (e.g., grass and tree) to min-

imize the content mismatch [14]. However, the strategy

above would not be useful when the semantic objects are

of different classes (Sec. 2).

We address the style transfer challenges by an object-

based style transfer approach and investigate how to utilize

features from all the objects in the style and the content im-

age while minimizing the content mismatch. We call our

deep object-based photo-style transfer method as DeepOb-

jStyle. The strategy is to distribute the image features con-

sidering the semantics of the image features in the style and

the content images. The object-based approach aims to en-

able image features supervision based on the contextually

similar regions of the output.

DeepObjStyle achieves good perceptual quality in the

style transfer output in the presence of different numbers

of objects present in the style and the content images and

when there is a mismatch of image features between the

style and the content images. We also investigate the ap-

proach by putting word cloud in the style and the content

images. The word cloud would not be readable when the

unrelated image features are merged with it. Therefore, it

helps to investigate the preservation of the structure of the

objects in the output.

DeepObjStyle supervises features by minimizing distor-

tions and considering the object context of the objects of the

style and the content images. We propose unmapped object

loss and mapped object loss for the distribution of image

features to the style transfer output.

Contributions. The major contributions of the work are as

follows.

1. DeepObjStyle preserves the semantics of the content im-

age in the style transfer output (Fig. 1).

2. We investigate the performance of DeepObjStyle in the

following two challenging scenarios. Style transfer

when there is a low similarity between the features of

the style and the content images (Fig. 3 and Fig. 5). Style

transfer where the style and the content images contain

a word-cloud (Fig. 4).

3. DeepObjStyle provides feature transfer from all the ob-

jects of the style and the content images while preserving

the object structure (Fig. 2, Fig. 4, Fig. 6, and Fig. 7).

4. We evaluated our results using reference-based quality

assessment: Pieapp [18], and no-reference quality as-

sessment: NIMA [8]. We also performed a user study to

compare the style transfer outputs. We show that Deep-

ObjStyle outperforms the relevant state-of-the-art meth-

ods (Sec. 4).

2. Background

Content Mismatch. We describe the content mismatch

challenge of style transfer using an example as follows.

Given a content image C and a reference style image S, the

objective is to synthesize a new image O, which contains

the content features from C and the style features from

S. Also, suppose that the style image S has two semantic

objects and the content image C has three semantic objects

(Fig. 2-b). The style transfer output O gets the content

features (i.e., three objects) from C. The style features in

these three objects in O are received from the two objects



(a) STP-E, “m = n”.

(m = 2, n = 2)
(b) STP-C, “m > n”.

(m = 3, n = 2)
(c) STP-S, “m < n”.

(m = 2, n = 3)

Figure 2: Style Transfer Problems (STP). The figure illustrates STP. The style image S has n semantic objects, and the

content image C has m semantic objects. The arrows show the object mapping and the red color in the segmentation mask

shows the unmapped object. (a) STP-E: style transfer when the objects in S and C are equal. (b) STP-C: style transfer when

C has more objects than S. (c) STP-S: style transfer when S has more objects than C. We describe STP in Sec. 2.

in S. The interesting thing to note is that providing style

features from two objects to the three objects in O would

introduce content mismatch as there would be one object

in S, which transfer style features to multiple objects in

O. The earlier style transfer methods do not address the

challenging content mismatch scenario described above to

the best of our knowledge. One simple strategy would be

to discard style feature transfer to unmapped objects in O

to minimize content mismatch.

Style Transfer Problems (STP). The task is to synthesize

a new image O by using style features from the style image

S and content features from the content image C. Suppose

the content image C has m objects and the style image has

n objects. We have shown Style Transfer Problems (STP)

in Fig. 2. We discuss STP in detail as follows.

• STP-E: Style transfer when the objects in content im-

age and the style image are equal (i.e., m = n in Fig. 2-

a). Therefore, there exists a one-to-one object map between

the objects of the style image and the objects of the con-

tent image. Moreover, STP-E is challenging when C and S

have semantically different objects. It is due to the fact that

the style transfer method has to synthesize a new image by

mixing content features and style features of the different

class of objects (i.e., content mismatch in Fig. 5). We use a

mapped object loss to transfer image features based on the

object context for the above STP-E problem.

• STP-C: Style transfer when the content image has more

semantic objects than that of the style image (i.e., m > n

in Fig. 2-b). Therefore, a content mismatch occurs by the

utilization of style features from multiple objects of S to an

object in O. We propose unmapped objects loss to minimize

the content mismatch for the above style diffusion problem

(style diffusion example in Fig. 6).

• STP-S: Style transfer when the style image has more ob-

jects than that of the content image (i.e., n > m in Fig. 2-c).

Therefore, a content mismatch occurs due to the diffusion

of style features from an object of S to multiple objects in

O. We propose unmapped objects loss to minimize the ef-

fects of a content mismatch for the above style utilization

problem (style utilization example in Fig. 7).

The style and the content features from C and S are ex-

tracted using the pre-trained VGG19 network [19] denoted

by φ. We do not train CNN to learn image features from

samples of the style and the content images. The extracted

feature maps from φ are used to synthesize image features

of the output O.

3. Our Approach

We have described that a good style transfer approach

would allow features transfer while minimizing the effects

of content mismatch and preserves the semantics of the

objects in the style transfer output. One could perform style

transfer without considering the objects, but it could result

in low perceptual quality due to the mixing of features from

different categories of objects in the output (Fig. 5).

Overview. We first define an one-to-one object map (OM)

between the contextually similar objects of the style and the



content images using the segmentation mask. If the number

of objects in the style and the content images are different,

OM creates two categories of objects - mapped objects and

unmapped objects. Mapped objects are contained in both

the style and the content images and participate in OM.

Unmapped objects are contained either in the style image

or in the content image and do not belong to OM. Next, we

use the mapped objects loss and the unmapped objects loss

to distribute features from the input style image and content

image to the style transfer output.

DeepObjStyle loss. We define DeepObjStyle loss Ldos as

a combination of mapped objects loss LM
dos and unmapped

objects loss LU
dos in Eq. 1.

Ldos = αLM
dos + βLU

dos (1)

Here, α and β are the coefficients. The mapped objects

loss LM
dos uses segmentation masks to define an one-to-one

object map between the objects of the style and the content

images for style transfer. The unmapped objects loss LU
dos

performs style transfer for unmapped objects independent

of any mapping.

3.1. Mapped Objects Loss

The mapped objects loss LM
dos is computed between the

output image, and the targeted style and the content images.

LM
dos is a combination of the deep photo-style loss [14] de-

noted by Ldps and contextual content loss denoted by Lcl,C .

We define LM
dos in Eq. 2.

LM
dos = α1Ldps + α2Lcl,C (2)

Here, Ldps transfers features from the style image S and

the content image C to the output image O. Whereas, Lcl,C

transfers the content features from C to O.

The deep photo-style loss Ldps in Eq. 2 constrains im-

age features of the style transfer output to be locally affine

in colorspace to suppress distortions and yields photoreal-

istic style transfer. The contextual content loss Lcl,C in

Eq. 2 transfers the features by minimizing the dissimilar-

ity between the contextually similar vectors sampled from

the content representation Fl[C] of C and the content rep-

resentation Fl[O] of O. Here, Fl[·] denotes the vectorized

feature map present at layer l of features extractor φ(·).
The contextual content loss Lcl,C at a layer l of φ is

given as follows: Ll
cl,C = − logCX(Fl[O], Fl[C]). Here,

CX(·, ·) computes the contextual similarity [16] between

the content features of C and O. Thus, it helps to preserve

the semantics of the objects in output O. We have described

deep photo-style loss and contextual loss in the supplemen-

tary material in detail.

The mapped objects loss LM
dos defined in Eq. 2 is directly

useful for STP-E as there are no unmapped objects (Fig. 2).

Similarly, the image features transfer for mapped objects in

STP-S and STP-C is done using LM
dos.

3.2. Unmapped Objects Loss

Fig. 2 shows the unmapped objects in two scenar-

ios: STP-C and STP-S. The unmapped objects loss LU
dos

achieves style transfer for unmapped objects. LU
dos is com-

puted between the output image O and the style image S.

LU
dos is a combination of the gram loss Lgl,S , and contex-

tual loss computed on style features, denoted by contextual

style loss Lcl,S as shown in Eq. 3.

LU
dos = β1

∑

l∈L

Ll
gl,S + β2

∑

l∈L

Ll
cl,S (3)

Here, Ll
cl,S works by minimizing the difference in the con-

textually similar vectors in the feature representations of the

style image and the output image at the layer l. Ll
gl,S uses

the gram matrix of the feature maps to spread features.

For STP-C, the contextual style loss is computed be-

tween the style image and the unmapped objects present

in the output image to achieve style diffusion. For STP-

S, the contextual style loss is computed between the un-

mapped objects in the style image S and the output image

O to achieve style utilization.

Let ϑc = {ci}
m
i=1 be the set of segmentation channels

in the content image C, where each segmentation channel

represents an object of C. Similarly, let ϑs = {si}
n
i=1 be

the set of segmentation channels in the style image S. The

style transfer for unmapped objects is described as follows.

Style diffusion (STP-C). It is style transfer when the num-

ber of semantic objects in the content image m is more than

the number of semantic objects in the style image n (i.e.,

m > n in Fig. 2-b). There are a total of (m+ n) objects in

S and C, out of which 2n objects are mapped objects and

(m − n) unmapped objects. We describe the strategy for

style diffusion for (m− n) unmapped objects in the output

O below.

First, we obtain the unmapped (m − n) objects from O

by computing the Hadamard product between O and the

segmentation of unmapped (m − n) objects ϑc,n, where

ϑc,n =
∑m

j=ncj . Next, we provide the style features to the

unmapped objects using the unmapped objects loss LU
dos in-

troduced earlier in Eq. 3. For achieving this, the gram loss

Ll
gl,S and the contextual style loss Ll

cl,S are defined in Eq. 4

and Eq. 5.

Ll
gl,S =

1

2N2
l

∑

ij

(

G(Fl[O]⊙ ϑc,n)−G(Fl[S])
)2

ij
(4)

Here, Nl denotes the filters in layer l. Gram matrix G[·]
is an inner product between vectorized style feature maps

taken from Fl[·], where Fl[·] ∈ R
Nl×Dl and Dl denotes the



(a) Content & Style (b) Neural Style [4] (c) DPS [14] (d) WCT2 [25] (e) STROTSS [7] (f) DeepObjStyle

Figure 3: This figure shows the style transfer in the presence of the mismatch of image features where the style image is

not photo-realistic, but the content image is photo-realistic. It could be observed that DeepObjStyle suppress distortions and

preserve the photo-realism of the content image in the style transfer output.

(a) Style (b) Content (c) DPS [14] (d) CL [16]+Lm[14] (e) WCT2 [25] (f) STROTSS [7] (g) DeepObjStyle

Figure 4: Preservation of Structure (STP-E). The style image (a) and the content image (b) contains a word cloud. DPS

[14] spills feature over the word cloud and suffers from the content mismatch. We integrated contextual loss [16] with

photo-realism regularization Lm [14]. It shows a better word cloud region, but the features for other areas are not well

distributed. WCT2 [25] and STROTSS [7] do not preserve the structure and the word cloud is less readable. DeepObjStyle

(ours) minimizes content mismatch and preserves the geometry of the objects (the images are best viewed after zooming).

size of the vectorized feature map related to the filter. Thus,

G[·] = Fl[·]Fl[·]
T ∈ R

Nl×Nl . Gram loss in Eq. 4 spreads

style using the style representations Fl[S] of the style image

S and the style representations Fl[O] of the output image O.

Eq. 4 shows that we compute the feature correlations using

the gram matrix of the style representation G(Fl[S]) and

the representations of the unmapped objects of the output

G(Fl[O]⊙ϑc,n). The contextual style loss Ll
cl,S is given in

Eq. 5.

Ll
cl,S = − logCX

(

Fl[O]⊙ ϑc,n, Fl[S]
)

(5)

Here, Ll
cl,S works by minimizing the difference in the

contextually similar vectors sampled from the style

representation Fl[S] of the style image S and the style

representation Fl[O]⊙ ϑc,n of the unmapped objects in the

output image O.

Style utilization (STP-S). It is style transfer when the num-

ber of semantic objects in the style image is more than that

of the content image (i.e., n > m in Fig. 2-c). The challenge

is to achieve style utilization of the (n−m) unmapped ob-

jects in the style image using the loss LU
dos introduced ear-

lier in Eq. 3.

First, we obtain the (n − m) unmapped objects in the

style image using their segmentation mask ϑs,m, where

ϑs,m =
∑n

j=msj . Next, we provide the style features to

them using the gram loss Ll
gl,S and the contextual loss Ll

cl,S

defined in Eq. 6 and Eq. 7.

Ll
gl,S =

1

2N2
l

∑

ij

(

G(Fl[O])−G(Fl[S]⊙ ϑs,m)
)2

ij
(6)

Ll
cl,S = − logCX

(

Fl[O], Fl[S]⊙ ϑs,m

)

(7)

Eq. 6 and Eq. 7 show that we use the features from the un-

mapped objects in style utilization similar to style diffusion

(Eq. 4 and Eq. 5). In the supplementary material, we pro-

vide more technical details for the unmapped objects.



(a) Content & Style (b) DPS [14]

E: 5.86, Q: 5.40

(c) WCT2 [25]

E: 5.45, Q: 5.20

(d) STROTSS [7]

E: 6.52, Q: 5.22

(e) DeepObjStyle

E: 4.65, Q: 5.83

(f) Content & Style (g) DPS [14]

E: 4.03, Q: 4.78

(h) WCT2 [25]

E: 3.77, Q: 4.45

(i) STROTSS [7]

E: 4.18, Q: 4.83

(j) DeepObjStyle

E: 2.7, Q: 5.16

Figure 5: Content Mismatch. The style image is shown at the bottom left corner of the content image. These images have a

content mismatch and challenging for style transfer [14]. The perceptual error score Pieapp [18] is denoted by E. The image

quality score predicted by NIMA [8] is denoted by Q. DeepObjStyle achieves a minimum perceptual error score E and gets

the highest quality score Q. DPS [14] and WCT2 [25] do not preserve the content features well. STROTSS [7] also suffers

from the content mismatch. DeepObjStyle (ours) minimize the content mismatch and preserves the semantics of the objects.

4. Experimental Results

Fig. 1 and Fig. 3 show the photo-realistic style trans-

fer when the style and the content images have different

categories of the objects. We experiment with the content

images that are photo-realistic and the task is to preserve

the object structure properties. In Fig. 1, the style image

is photo-realistic. In Fig. 3, the style image is not photo-

realistic. The main intuition is that images with less de-

formation are more visually appealing. Neural style [4] de-

forms the geometry of the image. DPS [14] preserves object

boundaries, but the style features are not distributed well.

WCT2 [25] does not preserve fine image feature details in

the style transfer output. STROTSS [7] does not distribute

image features well. DeepObjStyle is able to preserve the

photo-realistic properties of the content image in both the

scenarios shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3.

Fig. 4 shows the style transfer when the style and con-

tent images contain a word cloud. The challenge here is to

supervise style and content features while maintaining the

readability of the text. DPS [14] spills-over unrelated fea-

tures on the word-cloud. To investigate the photo-realistic

style supervision with contextual loss CL [16], we integrate

the photo-realism regularization module Lm [14] with CL

[16]. The photo-realism mostly suppresses distortions and

preserves the structure of the objects in the output. Lm [14]

with CL [16] does not distribute image features well. It

might be because contextually similar features between the

source and the target images were not well used in the out-

put. WCT2 [25] and STROTSS [7] does not preserve the

local level image features details and reduce the text read-

ability. DeepObjStyle provides a better distribution of fea-

tures even when the segmentation mask does not provide

the position of the word cloud1.

Fig. 5 shows the style transfer when the style and the

content images have an extreme mismatch of image fea-

tures. DPS [14], WCT2 [25], and STROTSS [7] output

images with higher perceptual error and lower image qual-

ity score. DPS [14] does not preserve the semantics of the

objects. WCT2 [25] trains a decoder on sample images.

Therefore, the higher perceptual error might be because of

the bias toward the sample images and lacking the gener-

alization to the new images. STROTSS [7] transport style

features onto the content image with minimum distortion

to the geometry of the objects, but in the challenging sce-

nario of content mismatch, the structure preservation re-

duces. DeepObjStyle outperforms other methods and pre-

serves the semantics of the objects in the output.

Fig. 6 shows style transfer when the content image has

more objects than that of the style image. It is worth noting

that merging lake object with sky or building would result

1The extended version of Fig. 4 is shown in the supplementary material.



(a) Style S (b) Content C (c) Neural style[4] (d) DPS [14] (e) WCT2 [25] (f) STROTSS [7] (g) DeepObjStyle

Figure 6: Style Diffusion (STP-C). The content image has more semantic objects than that of style image. The semantic

objects of style and content images are shown by the segmentation mask at the bottom left corner. The sky and building are

the mapped objects. The unmapped content object is the lake shown by red color in segmentation mask in (b). The geometry

of objects is not clear in Neural style [4]. DPS [14] does not provide the style features to the unmapped lake object, thus style

diffusion not achieved. WCT2 [25] and STROTSS [7] do not distribute image features well for the sky. DeepObjStyle (ours)

achieves style diffusion while preserving the geometry of the objects (images are best viewed after zooming).

(a) Style S (b) Content C (c) DPS [14] (d) DPS+ (e) WCT2 [25] (f) STROTSS [7] (g) DeepObjStyle

Figure 7: Style Utilization (STP-S). The style image S has more semantic objects than that of the content image C. We map

the grass in S with the sky in C to show the effects of content mismatch. DPS [14] does not achieve style utilization as the

style features of the sky are not present in the output image. We integrated unmapped object loss in DPS and called it DPS+,

for a fair comparison. DPS+ achieves style utilization as we could see the color of the sky from S, but object boundaries are

not visible. The image features are not much clear for WCT2 [25] and STROTSS [7]. DeepObjStyle achieves style utilization

as the color of the sky is also taken from the sky of S. DeepObjStyle learns the object context and preserves the geometry of

the objects in the output (see the cropped images).

in a high content mismatch. Neural style [4] spreads the

style features disregarding the object boundaries. DPS [14]

does not supervise features of the sky and the lake object

well. WCT2 [25] does not fully utilize style features well,

but it preserved better image features than STROTSS [7].

DeepObjStyle spreads the style features to all the objects in

the output image while preserving the structure.

Fig. 7 shows the influence of content mismatch in style

transfer when style image has more objects than that of

content image. We purposefully mapped the sky of con-

tent image with trees of style image to make a challenging

scenario for style transfer. DPS [14] does not preserve the

content features well. To get a fair comparison, we impro-

vise DPS with the unmapped objects loss in DPS+ method

(we describe DPS+ in the supplementary material). It uti-

lizes features from all the semantic objects of the style and

the content images. However, the preservation of the ob-

ject structure is not achieved. WCT2 [25] and STROTSS

[7] performs better but local image features details are not

preserved. It can be observed that DeepObjStyle achieves

style utilization while preserving the structure of the object.

5. Quantitative Comparision

Fig. 8 shows the no-reference quality assessment using

NIMA [8] for 100 style transfer instances. NIMA [8] pre-

dicts the image quality score. The average image quality

scores are as follows. Neural Style [4]: 5.13, DPS [14]:

5.23, WCT2 [25]: 5.35, STROTSS [7]: 4.88, and DeepOb-

jStyle: 5.49. DeepObjStyle outperforms other methods by

max image quality score.

Fig. 9 shows the reference-based quality assessment us-

ing perceptual error scores Pieapp [18] to investigate the

distortion of the content features. The average Pieapp [18]

scores are as follows. Neural Style [4]: 4.26, DPS [14]:

3.92, WCT2 [25]: 3.22, STROTSS [7]: 4.21, and DeepOb-

jStyle: 2.83. DeepObjStyle outperforms other methods by

minimum perceptual error.

We have also conducted a user study to validate the style

transfer results. We took 18 style transfer instances and dis-

played them in random order. Each subject is asked to vote

for the better-looking image. We collected feedback from

60 human experts with a total of 1080 votes. The number

of votes for the methods is as follows. Neural Style [4]: 72,



Figure 8: Image Quality Comparision. The figure shows

the comparison of image quality of style transfer output us-

ing NIMA [8]. DeepObjStyle achieves a better quality score

as compared to other methods.

Figure 9: Perceptual Error Comparison. The figure

shows perceptual error comparison with the reference of in-

put content image using Pieapp [18]. DeepObjStyle shows

minimum distortion in the output as compared to other

methods. Therefore, output images of DeepObjStyle are

more visually appealing.

DPS [14]: 78, WCT2 [25]: 174, STROTSS [7]: 76, and

DeepObjStyle: 680 (highest votes).

The user study, perceptual error score [18], and image

quality score [8] confirms the observation that DeepOb-

jStyle transfer image features with better structure preser-

vation and lesser distortions are visually more appealing2.

6. Limitations

Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 show the limitations of DeepOb-

jStyle. Fig. 10 shows the style transfer when style and con-

2We used the implementation of Neural style provided in [20], Tensor-

flow implementation of DPS given in [13], contextual loss implementation

in [15], STROTSS implementation in [17], and WCT2 implementation in

[2]. We have provided more visual comparisons and implementation de-

tails of our method in the supplementary material.

(a) Content & Style (b) STROTSS [7] (c) DeepObjStyle

Figure 10: Limitation-1. DeepObjStyle preserves a bet-

ter object context, but the distribution of features might be

improved further.

(a) Content & Style (b) STROTSS [7] (c) DeepObjStyle

Figure 11: Limitation-2. DeepObjStyle minimizes the

distortion. Therefore, it misses fine texture information.

STROTSS [7] does not preserve photo-realism. A similar

effect is shown in the second row of Fig. 5.

tent images have an extreme mismatch of features. Fig. 11

shows the style transfer when the style image is an artis-

tic image with painting style deformations. The limitations

are due to the DeepObjStyle strategy of contextually similar

feature comparison and minimizing deformations. We ob-

served that mixing uncorrelated image features in the style

transfer output results in a high perceptual error and low-

quality output in general (Sec. 5).

7. Conclusion

DeepObjStyle achieves good image features supervision

in many challenging scenarios, such as content mismatch

and style transfer of images containing a word cloud. Deep-

ObjStyle achieves style diffusion and style utilization while

minimizing content mismatch. DeepObjStyle preserves

the semantics of the objects and the object structure. The

extensive experiments and quality assessment shows that

DeepObjStyle outperforms relevant style transfer methods.

We believe that perceptual quality in the extreme content

mismatch scenario could be enhanced further. We propose

designing a method that performs style transfer in the

extreme content mismatch scenario as future work.
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